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Abstract:- Significant amounts of health information can 

be obtained from Chinese newspapers and magazines, but 

the reader must spend much time to study this. Common 

methods of extracting information from articles include 

machine learning, text mining, word cloud sampling or use 

of algorithms. A high-quality model of machine learning 

for extracting information must be trained using a large 

amount of good data. Before high precision and recall of 

extracting information is obtained from text mining, many 

keywords should be collected to identify token sentences. 

This means that both extracting information from 

machine learning and text mining take up significant 

amounts of time. Although word cloud systems can quickly 

identify which words are widely used in the article, the 

extracted information is often fragmented. Accordingly, 

the author has created an elegant algorithm to extract 

health information from Chinese news using computation 

of noun numbers. Firstly, the title or subtitle of context 

from Chinese health news of websites were labeled. 

Secondly, each sentence was separated via identification of 

commas, periods, and question marks. Thirdly, word 

segments of context were tagged as parts of speech via 

natural language processing. Fourthly, the score of each 

sentence was identified via computation of the number of 

nouns where the nouns were identified as 3 points and 2 

points as nouns detected in the title and subtitle 

respectively, while other nouns were identified as 1 point. 

Finally, high scoring sentences were selected via the query 

of the user. The result of an example can be downloaded 

from https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gYnOXNNz-

gp8t2kejq_-qo7ActLpgywu?usp=sharing, showing its 

efficiency in extracting information from Chinese health 

news. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There is a substantial increase in health information from 

Chinese newspapers and magazines in Taiwan every year. The 

reader can easily obtain health information by using a mobile 

phone, tablet, laptop, or desktop computer to browse 

newspapers and magazines including HEHO, The Liberty 

Times, China Times, United Daily News, Apple Daily, and 

SET News Channel, et al. [1-6]. Although the reader must 

spend much time to study and extract information from context, 
luckily, there are tools that can help save time. 

The tools from two famous companies are Blue Planet 
and Eland Information in Taiwan, which extract important 

paragraphs or sentences using Machine Learning [7, 8]. 

Supervised machine learning for extraction of Chinese health 

news requires much labeled corpora, but consumes much time 

for the process of labeling data [9, 10]. The other method of 

extracting information from context is text mining, but this still 

takes many steps to run the procedure. 

 

The common methods of text mining for extracting 

information are tokenization of sentences and words [11]. This 

requires the collection of many terms from user query and 

execution of many steps to extract token sentences and words, 
as a computer cannot educe information instantly [12, 13]. The 

other method of quick extraction from context is word cloud, 

but this causes fragmentation of information. 

 

Word cloud of English is a direct and visualized method 

for extracting information from context, but it is unable to 

obtain contextual information [14]. Although the process of 

word cloud in Chinese must firstly recognize word 

segmentation, it is also a straightforward method for extracting 

information from context, although the method of word cloud 

in Chinese is also unable to elicit contextual information. This 
study thus provides an algorithm that can extract information 

from Chinese health news instantly using computation of nouns 

in each sentence.  

 

Fig. 1. A flowchart of this study. 
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The noun as a part of speech is a key piece of information 

whether in title or context [15]. Any sentence therefore 
including more nouns is an important sentence. Consequently, 

this study identifies important sentences using computation of 

nouns and runs five steps. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of this 

study. Firstly, the title or subtitle of context from Chinese 

health news of websites were labeled because the nouns in the 

title or subtitle are more important than others in context. 

Secondly, each sentence was separated via identification of 

punctuation. Thirdly, word segments of context were tagged as 

parts of speech using “jieba” of python. Fourthly, the score of 

each sentence was identified via computation of the number of 

nouns. Finally, sentences were selected via the query of the user 

identification including 80, 60, 40, or 20 percentiles of scores. 
To the best of our knowledge, this algorithm can instantly 

extract key information from Chinese health news without any 

machine training. 

 

Fig. 2. An example of calculation process. A. Shows some 

original sentences from the article. B. Shows calculation of 

noun numbers after the part of speech. The default score of 

titles is six points, and of subtitles is four points. If “小心”, “

胖”, “媽媽” and “孩子” occurred in other sentences, each 

identification of word was given three points because of 

nouns from the title. If “體重”, “攸關” and “母嬰” occurred 

in other sentences, each identification of word was given two 

points because of nouns from the subtitle. Other nouns in the 

sentence were given one point. The total score of each 

sentence is shown in square brackets. 

 
 

II. METHOD 

 
A. Collection of Chinese health news 

The 319 contexts of Chinese health news from HEHO 

were collected using keyword “減重” of query in 2022/3/14 

[1]. Each context only kept words and was converted to 

simplified Chinese via “opencc” of python. “<title>” and 

“<subtitle>” were inserted before title and subtitle of context 

respectively, and “</title>” and “</subtitle>” were inserted 

behind title and subtitle of context respectively. 

 

B. Sentence segmentation 

“，”, “？”, “。\n”, “。” and “\n” were replaced with “<|，

>”, “<|？>”, “<|o>”, “<|。>” and “<|n>”. Each sentence was 

separated via identification of “<|”. All symbols were replaced 

with punctuation marks after sentence segmentation was 

performed. 

 

C. Natural language processing 
All sentences were labeled as identified parts of speech 

via “jieba”, and the keywords of nouns from title and subtitle 

context marks were used to identify whether they occurred in 

other sentences. 

 

D. Computation of noun numbers 

All nouns including “n”, “ng”, “nr”, “nrfg”, “nrt”, “ns”, 

“nt” and “nz” label were identified and counted for score 

calculation. The nouns were identified as three points and two 

points when detected in the title and subtitle respectively, while 

other nouns were identified as one point. The title and subtitle 
had six and four points added after computation of noun 

numbers respectively. 

 

E. Selection of extracting information 

Score of each sentence were identified as percentiles via 

“numpy” of python, and the user could select sentences via 

querying the score percentile. Figure 2 shows the scores of 

calculations from some sentences of an article, and this context 

can be downloaded from https://heho.com.tw/archives/37007. 

The sentences from user selection were composed and 

converted to traditional Chinese, and all punctuations were 

reverted to original marks. 
 

III. RESULT 

 

The result of context extraction can be downloaded from 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gYnOXNNz-

gp8t2kejq_-qo7ActLpgywu?usp=sharing. It shows important 

information can be selected via this algorithm. Figure 3A 

shows scores of each sentence from an article of 

https://heho.com.tw/archives/37007, and 3B shows results of 

20% concentration, while 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% of context 

extraction is identified via 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% scores 
respectively. This study shows computation of nouns in 

sentences that can efficiently extract information from a body 

of work.  
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IV. CONCUSION 
 

To our best knowledge, this study provides another 

efficient method to extract key information from Chinese 

health news.   

 

Fig. 3. An example of result. A. Shows each score of 

sentences via algorithm. Each bar shows a point of each 

sentence. B. Shows 20 percent of sentence extraction. The 

80th percentile of score is four, and 20% of extraction 

sentences were identified because scores were higher than or 

equal to four points. 
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